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3.3. Accidental implications of tax policy for lifelong learning? 

There are a number of ways in which tax policy can, in principle, facilitate or thwart national policies 
for lifelong learning through its influence over costs and incentives on both the supply and demand 
side. What this implies for policy makers responsible for formulating and implementing strategies for 
lifelong learning is not entirely clear. Tax authorities in many OECD member countries are reluctant to 
bring tax policy to bear as a tool for achieving outcomes other than raising revenues. Indeed, recent 
initiatives in a number of countries have gone in the direction of lowering overall tax rates, reducing 
complexity by reducing the number of tax rates and limiting deductions and tax credits.10 

But the fact remains that in most countries the systems send mixed signals with respect to 
investment in lifelong learning – incentives facing different actors vary, and the incentives to invest 
in lifelong learning compared to other “assets” also vary. What impact they finally have depends 
on the mix of policies in place; the extent to which they are mutually reinforcing or not; and the 
forces competing with the effects of tax policy.

The following section examines actual policies that are in place in a few countries. The discussion 
is intended to illustrate the application of some of the principles and concepts reviewed above, 
and to identify issues that merit further investigation.

4. THE ROLE OF TAX POLICY IN RECENT INITIATIVES: OVERVIEW OF EXPERIENCE 
IN THREE COUNTRIES11

In recent experimentation with mechanisms to permit the co-financing of lifelong learning, 
governments have shown particular readiness to rely on tax policy as a co-financing method. 
Though this has been most obvious in the past few years, tax policy has played a role in financing 

Table 4.6  Income thresholds at which income tax rates begin to apply

As a percentage of the average production wage (APW), results for 2003

Single, no 
children

Single, two 
children

One-income earner 
family, no children

One-income earner 
family, two children

OECD unweighted 
average (income 
tax less benefits)

31.0 84.9 43.7 91.4

OECD median 
value (income tax 
less benefits)

29.0 80.6 46.6 89.2

Source: OECD (2004c), pp. 42-44.

10. The Slovak Republic has gone so far as to adopt a single flat rate tax (19%) on personal and corporate income and 
consumption. It would appear that this is part of the leading edge of a trend towards lowering at least corporate tax rates. 
The trend in overall tax burdens is not so clear as there is evidence that taxes on labour have begun to rise again after 
falling for several years (OECD Tax Database; OECD, 2004c).

11. This section draws heavily on Jansen (2003). The report was prepared as part of a cooperative effort by the OECD and 
the European Learning Account Partners Network (ELAP) to document and examine recent developments related to co-
financing lifelong learning.




